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Preface: 

There is a wide range of commercial digital cameras on the market today offering a broad spectrum 

of resolution, sensitivity etc. The physical layer of the readout interfaces of these cameras are in 

most cases well known standards, like USB or Gigabit Ethernet. The control and readout of the 

images requires however dedicated drivers or libraries that are in almost all cases proprietary to 

each vendor and available only in binary form. This makes the integration of the cameras in a 

complex, Linux based, control system like CERN’s difficult. Moreover the shelf lifetime of consumer 

electronics devices has become very short, often no more than one year, making the maintenance of 

a complex system based on these devices difficult. 

CERN presently uses hundreds of commercial analog CCD cameras in zones of moderate radiation 

requiring replacement every few years. Replacing analog cameras with equivalent models is simple 

since the output signal is standardized (CCIR) and the signal digitization can be easily done with both 

commercial and custom electronics. The acquisition electronics is not irradiated and thus does not 

need to be replaced regularly. 

Development plans: 

In order to cope with the progressive disappearance of the analog cameras from vendors catalogues 

and in order to benefit from the advantages of digital cameras CERN is going to embrace this 

technology in the future. However in order to minimize the manpower needed for the maintenance 

of the system CERN plans to develop its own digital camera starting from commercial components. 

The most critical objectives are: suitable read-out format; moderate radiation hardness (few 

hundred Gy), high sensitivity (comparable to the presently used CCDs like the Sony ICX419ALL), 

compact mechanical enclosure, low cost (approximately 500 CHF/unit). Due to the distance between 

the cameras and the acquisition PC (between 50m and 1000m) the use of the USB interface is not an 

option leaving GigabitEth or a custom optical link as main candidates. 

The camera will be used with standard commercial optical lenses (C mounts) and as mentioned will 

use commercial sensor chips. The camera electronics will be CERN developed and produced by 

industry. Industrial partners for the development are welcome. 

 

Technical specifications: 

 

CCD or CMOS sensor chip (commercial), monochrome. The camera design should allow to easily 

replacing the sensor with a similar one. 

Resolution: not critical: typical 640x480 or 1024 x 768 pixels (t.b.d.) 



Sensitivity (in the wavelength range 750 nm to 300 nm) similar to Sony ICX 419ALL (sensitivity of 

digital sensors is tricky to define in absolute terms) 

Read-out speed: Normal operation: 50 Hz frame rate 

Read-out interface: Ethernet on RJ45 connector or optical link (t.b.d.) 

Mechanical specifications: small metallic box; c-mount interface for lenses, two fixation holes. 

Powering: External DC supply 

Radiation tolerance: few hundred Gy to be obtained by testing and selecting COTS 

 

For illustration the photo below shows a commercially available camera. 
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